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Abstract: (1) Background: Plant electrical signals are important physiological traits which reflect
plant physiological state. As a kind of phenotypic data, plant action potential (AP) evoked by external
stimuli—e.g., electrical stimulation, environmental stress—may be associated with inhibition of gene
expression related to stress tolerance. However, plant AP is a response to environment changes
and full of variability. It is an aperiodic signal with refractory period, discontinuity, noise, and
artifacts. In consequence, there are still challenges to automatically recognize and classify plant AP;
(2) Methods: Therefore, we proposed an AP recognition algorithm based on dynamic difference
threshold to extract all waveforms similar to AP. Next, an incremental template matching algorithm
was used to classify the AP and non-AP waveforms; (3) Results: Experiment results indicated that
the template matching algorithm achieved a classification rate of 96.0%, and it was superior to
backpropagation artificial neural networks (BP-ANNs), supported vector machine (SVM) and deep
learning method; (4) Conclusion: These findings imply that the proposed methods are likely to
expand possibilities for rapidly recognizing and classifying plant action potentials in the database in
the future.

Keywords: plant action potential (AP); AP recognition; template matching; difference threshold;
nonlinear features; AP classification

1. Introduction

The research of plant electrical signals has lasted for more than 100 years since Burden-Sanderson
discovered the existence of plant action potential (AP) in the Venus flytrap in 1873. In higher
plants, there are three main types of electrical signals, i.e., action potential (AP), variation potential
(VP), and system potential (SP). APs are evoked by non-invasive stimuli and follow all-or-nothing
kinetic characteristics, which depend on the movement of ions (Cl−, Ca2+, K+, H+) through a cell
membrane by voltage-dependent ion channels and the activity of electrogenic pump within the plasma
membrane, and the ionic mechanism makes an AP an identifiable waveform within the various
plant species. In theory, once a membrane potential threshold is exceeded, APs propagate with
defined amplitudes, propagation speed, and a refractory period [1–6]. Unlike APs, VPs are induced by
damaging stimulation—e.g., cutting, burning—and they are slower propagating than APs, having a
speed of 0.5–5 mm/s in general. They are varied in diverse distance-dependent waveforms, which
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show longer, delayed repolarizations and a large range of variation with attenuation of amplitude and
velocity. In 2009, Zimmermann and his coworkers defined a novel electrical long-distance apoplastic
signal in plants—i.e., SP. They suggested that hyperpolarization events of a plasma membrane are
systemically transmitted via propagating SPs (2009) [7]. For higher plants, Sukhov and Vodeneev’s
research group established mathematic models to describe action potential and variation potential
based on ions kinetics [8,9].

Plant electrical signals are an initial physiological response to the stimuli of the environment,
and have an important effect on plant physiological activities [10–13]. Both AP and VP can
influence photosynthesis [14,15] and their influence is possible to be connected with Ca2+ [16]
and (or) H+ influxes [17,18]. In addition, electrical signals can affect physiological processes [11],
e.g., respiration [18,19], changes of ATP content [20], transpiration [21], plant resistance to heating [22].

Changing of environmental conditions or stress will effect on the plasma membrane potential
of plant cells. As is well known, plant action potential (AP) is a rapid response to abiotic and biotic
stresses [23]. It is generated by the movement of ions (Cl−, Ca2+, K+, H+) through a cell membrane.
Ions move via different ion channels and pumps in the plant, under the control of concentration and
electric gradients [8,24].

As a result, we think that AP can be selected as a kind of plant physiological phenotype. It is
probable that genotyping and external phenotyping should be linked to physiology at the cellular and
tissue level to reduce the genotype-to-phenotype knowledge gap in stress biology [25–27].

In fact, plant electrical signals are typical time series data. Different from the animal electrical
signal, plant electrical signal is induced by a change of environment factors (such as temperature, light,
water, etc.) [27–34]. In general, when the environment is in steady state, the electrical signal response
will not occur except for imposing external stimuli. Also, plant electrical signals induced by stimulation
or environmental changes are variable and will not respond to stimuli in the refractory period. Even
the signals acquired from one plant by the same stimulus will not be completely similar. Therefore,
how to recognize the APs quickly and accurately from plant electrical signals with noise and artifacts is
a challenge for researchers. In previous studies, some electrophysiological recording technologies have
been used to collect amount of plant electrical signal data [1–6,35–41], such as fluorescence images of
bioelectrical activity, multi-electrode arrays (MEA) data, extracellular recording data, etc. Thus, there
are significant differences among these signals, whose amplitude and duration have high dynamic
range, as well as storage type of raw data. Therefore, there are some issues and challenges in efficient
data management, fast data classification, and signal retrieval, etc.

Indeed, both AP and VP are important plant bioelectrical signals. Compared to the APs, VPs
induced by damaging stimuli do not follow all-or-nothing phenomenon and varied in diverse
waveforms. For this reason, this paper focused on the relatively defined signals (APs) to simplify
problem at the current research stage. Hence, we proposed an efficient plant electrical signal
classification method which will be helpful for recognizing, classifying, searching APs in real time
among large scale datasets stored in our plant electrical signal data sharing and analyzing prototype
system based on distributed file system—Hadoop—and cluster computing architecture—Spark. It is
meaningful to standardize plant electrical signal data and recognize important signals automatically
and quickly for plant electrical signal research. Furthermore, similar to EEG or ECG which can reflect
an animal’s healthy state, it is foreseeable that plant electrical signal will be employed to interpret the
higher plant growth and nutrition state, and applied into interactive greenhouse environment control,
nutrition diagnosis, balanced fertilization, growth regulation, intelligent irrigation control, etc.

In this paper, we used a low pass filter to decrease the impact of noise and artifacts produced by
stimulation in action potential in cucumber, and designed an algorithm which can extract all possible
waveforms like AP because APs have an obvious difference under different types of stimulation,
even the stimulation artifacts could influence the recognition of AP. Consequently, we provided a
template matching algorithm based on waveform similarity to improve the identification accuracy of
AP. This algorithm considered time domain, frequency domain, statistics, and nonlinear analysis and
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extracted 19 characteristic parameters of AP waveform. Moreover, principal component analysis was
employed to reduce feature dimension. We also used BP-ANNs, SVM, and deep learning to classify
and detect the standard AP waveforms, then found that the accuracy was 84.8%, 78.2%, and 77.4%
respectively. However, the accuracy of the template matching algorithm based on waveform similarity
could reach to 96.0% under reasonable threshold settings. In the future, we will build standard AP
template library to promote the development of new identification algorithms for different applications.

2. Related Works

2.1. Plant Electrical Signal Recognition and Classification

At present, main analysis methods for plant electrical signals are focused on time domain and
frequency domain. Time domain features analysis includes waveform length, peak amplitude, etc.
Frequency analysis involves Fourier transform [42], power spectrum [42], coherence analysis [36],
independent component analysis (ICA) [43], etc. In addition, the researchers also attempted to build
the computational models of plant electrical signal evoked by external stimuli [8,44–47].

Aditya et al. acquired the descoingsii x haworthioides (Pepe) AP in different light modes,
and translated the frequency signals into voltages by inverse fast Fourier transform. Furthermore,
it was implied that the changed frequency of action potential in different light modes can be used as a
control signal for the bio-machine [45].

Yang et al. developed a control model for sensing and actuating mechanism of Venus Flytrap.
The AP model describes the mechanical stimuli of Dionaea muscipula (Venus Flytrap). Furthermore,
they developed a biomimetic robot to demonstrate the feasibility of the control model [46].

Chatterjee et al. tried to classify different stimuli by acquired electrical signals of tomatoes and
cucumbers. The stimuli include 5 mL 0.05 M H2SO4, O3 16 ppm for a minute, 5 mL 3 M NaCl, and
10 mL 3 M NaCl. Eleven statistical features were extracted from plant electrical signal by linear
and nonlinear methods. Then the features were trained by five classifiers including Fisher linear
discriminant analysis, quadratic discriminant analysis, naive Bayes classifier (diaglinear classifiers
and diagquadratic classifiers), and Mahalanobis classifier. Using the five classifiers, then the average
accuracy of classification was 70%, and the best individual accuracy was 73.67% [47]. The forward and
inverse modelling approaches for prediction of light stimulus from electrophysiological response in
plants were established by Chatterjee and his coworkers [48].

To our knowledge, the recognition and classification works for plant electrical signal are still
few. It is still a challenge to recognize and classify plant action potentials to fulfill the requirements of
researchers as well as plant physiology research. Therefore, we proposed a new plant action potential
recognition and classification methods.

2.2. Time Series Waveform Recognition and Classification

2.2.1. Artifacts Reduction

Plant stimuli artifacts occur in stimulation process whose frequency is often much higher than
that of plant AP. In consequence, they can be attenuated by signal processing methods.

The common artifacts reduction methods in Electrocardiograph (ECG) and Electroencephalograph
(EEG) includes wavelet transform [49,50], digital filter [51–53], independent component analysis
(ICA) [54], artificial neural networks [55,56], empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [57], morphological
filter [58,59], and Hilbert transform [51,60].

Wavelet transform is often used to remove ECG motion artifacts [49]. It aims at separating the
signals and noise, and then eliminating noise by reasonable adjusting wavelet coefficient sequences.
Digital filter is also always applied to reduce the influence of noise or artifacts in ECG [51–53].
Independent component analysis is a blind source separation technique to separate signals and
noises in EEG signals [54] or plant electrical signals [43]. As we know, QRS complex is a name
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for the combination of Q, R, and S waves in a typical electrocardiogram. Its duration is normally
0.06–0.1 S. It corresponds to the right and left ventricles of the human heart. The Q, R, and S waves
occur in succession, do not all appear in all cases. In practice, Artificial neural network (ANN) is
used to enhance the QRS complexes and suppress the noises in ECG [55,56]. EMD can be used for
decomposing nonlinear and non-stationary signals like ECG into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs)
which are employed to remove noise existing in the to yield a clear ECG signals [57]. Morphological
filtering algorithms enable baseline correction and suppression of impulse and Gaussian noises with
non-flat structuring elements in [58,59]. Hilbert transform is employed to avoid experimental threshold
setting by rectification of the differentiated ECG signal while preserving the QRS peaks [51,60].

2.2.2. Recognition of Waveform in Time Series

The accuracy of detecting ECG QRS wave in MIT-BIH databases can reach 99.95% [61]. Meanwhile,
noise depression and real time are two important performance indices in QRS detection. As discussed
in Section 2.2.1, the filter methods in Section 2.2.1 can be used to remove noises in ECG. Then,
the common detection method is setting proper thresholds after various transformations, the QRS
waveform often can be detected above the thresholds.

For the variance of plant action potential, we still cannot recognize APs accurately by detection
methods alone.

2.2.3. Features Extraction and Classification

Next, we can list these common time series features—i.e., time-domain features, statistical
features, frequency-domain features, and nonlinear features, etc. Time domain features include
waveform length, peak amplitude, area, and slope, etc. Statistical features include average value,
variance, coefficient of variation (CV), skewness, kurtosis, Hjorth’s parameters (activity, mobility, and
complexity) [47]. Frequency domain features include frequency spectrum, power spectrum, energy, etc.
Nonlinear features include permutation entropy [62], sample entropy [63], correlation dimension [64],
largest Lyapunov exponents (LLE) [65–67], and Hurst exponents [68], etc.

Skewness features can represent distribution asymmetry of time series. When the value of
skewness is positive, the waveform is skewed to the right. If the value of skewness is negative,
the waveform is skewed to the left. The absolute value of skewness shows the deviation degree of
waveform distribution. The larger value means the larger deviation, and vice versa. The expression

of skewness is skewness =

N
∑

i=1
(xi−µx)

3

Nσ3
x

, where xi(i ∈ [1, N]) is the time series, µx is the average value,
and σx is the standard deviation.

Kurtosis is the fourth standardized moment. Positive kurtosis indicates a “heavy-tailed”
distribution and negative kurtosis indicates a "light-tailed" distribution. The expression of Kurtosis

is kur =

N
∑

i=1
(xi−µx)

4

Nσ4
x

, where xi(i ∈ [1, N]) is the time series, µx is the average value, and σx is the
standard deviation.

Hjorth parameters [47] include activity, mobility, and complexity. The activity parameter
represents the variance of a time series. The mobility parameter represents the mean frequency,
or the proportion of standard deviation of the power spectrum. The complexity parameter represents
the change in frequency. It also indicates the deviation of the slope.

Assume that dxi = xi+1 − xi, (i = 1, ..., n− 1), ddx = di+1 − di, (i = 1, ..., n− 2), then calculate the

variances includes σ1 = 1
n

n
∑

i=1
x2

i , σ2 = 1
n−1

n−1
∑

i=1
dx2

i , and σ3 = 1
n−2

n−2
∑

i=1
ddx2

i .

The expressions of Hjorth parameters are activity = σ1, mobility = σ2/σ1, and
complexity =

√
σ3/σ2 −mobility.
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The energy of time series can be expressed as Ex =
∞
∑

n=−∞
|xn|2, and average power expression is

Px = lim
N→∞

1
2N+1

N
∑

n=−N
|xn|2.

Permutation entropy (PE) [62] describes the complexity and regularity of non-stationary and
nonlinear chaotic time series. The smaller value of permutation entropy means more regularity, and the
bigger value means it is more stochastic. Compared with approximate entropy, it is insensitive to noise
and steady. The computation cost is low with few parameters. It is used to distinguish the random
and regular changes of EEG signals to trace the transient variation of EEG, predict the epilepsy seizure,
and classify sleep state and waking state. The parameters of permutation entropy are the embedding
dimension n and delay time [62].

Sample entropy (SampEn) is a modification of approximate entropy for analyzing deterministic
chaotic and stochastic processes. It can be used to describe the complexity of time series such as ECG or
EEG. SampEn does not count a self-match or depend on data length. It is sensitive to input parameters:
m (length of embedding dimension), r (similarity criterion), and N (length of time series). r is usually
selected as a factor of the standard deviation (SD), and m = 2 (or greater) reveals more of the dynamics
of the data. SampEn value is zero or positive. A smaller value of SampEn indicates more self-similarity
in data set or less noise [63].

Correlation dimension (CD) is employed initially to determine whether the time series is a chaotic
process. The CD gives the minimum number of independent variables to describe the dynamical
behavior of the system. To calculate CD, it is needed to select proper embedded dimension m, time
delay t, and r for the distance between two vectors of m-dimensional state space. We can estimate
the CD by correlation integral. Commonly, if CD is infinite, then time series is not chaotic process.
However, a finite CD does not necessarily imply having chaos, it provides a method to detect the
difference of dynamical behavior [64].

Lyapunov exponents provide a quantity that characterizes the rate of separation of infinitesimal
close trajectories to a stationary solution. It is related to divergence or convergence of exponents
in phase space. If there is one more positive Lyapunov exponent in the time series, it is defined as
chaotic. A positive LLE indicates chaos. The LLE may be non-positive, implying regular system
dynamics [65,67]. A negative Lyapunov exponent measures exponential convergence of two nearby
trajectories [66].

Hurst exponent can be used to quantify the long-time “memory effect”. It can classify a random
or non-random self-similar time series. The range of Hurst exponent is from 0 to 1. H = 0.5 means
random time series. If H > 0.5, there is an increasing statistical dependence of future increments on
past increments. If H < 0.5, the time series is anti-persistent [68].

The common dimensionality reduction methods [69] include Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), ICA, and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), etc. They can help reduce the feature numbers
and complexity of classifying.

Common classification method includes ANN [70–73], SVM [70,71], LDA [69], pattern
matching [74,75], and k-nearest neighbors [76], etc. In our research, we compared four methods
for classifying AP signals.

Unfortunately, plant electrical signals are very different from EEG or ECG. It is easily affected
by environment factors, e.g., light, temperature, water, and nutrition, which lead to large variation in
generated AP. To our knowledge, there is still not an effective and automatic detection and classification
method for plant AP. Hence, we proposed our solutions in the paper.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Our Proposed Method

There are four characteristics of raw plant electrical signals as follows. (1) Generally, in the
extracellular recording, only one AP is evoked by stimulation in most cases, rarely successive APs
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are generated in cucumber by a stimulation; (2) The cucumber plants undergo a refractory period at
least 3 h after every excitement evoked by electrical stimulation; (3) The amplitude of APs is from a
few millivolts to several 10s of millivolts in the extracellular recording, the duration of APs is highly
variable from several seconds to several hundred seconds. The properties of the plant electrical signal,
e.g., amplitude, duration are determined by species and affected by change of environmental factors
or external stimuli; (4) In practice, the baseline noise and drift, 50 Hz power-line interference and the
movement artifact noise may contaminate the APs. All of these are challenges for the algorithms for
recognizing and classifying APs.

To identify and classify APs automatically from original recordings, we proposed a processing
flow of recognizing and classifying AP shown in Figure 1.
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3.1.1. Data Preprocessing

Typically, the frequency of AP in cucumber is less than 1Hz, and then it allows us to reduce
data points without distortion by extract at 10 Hz from the raw signal at 800 Hz or 200 Hz sampling
frequency. In practice, both filter parameters and filtering criteria are very important, a new literatures
provides details of filtering criteria for plant electrical signals [77]. Next, a low pass digital filter
was used to remove 50 Hz interference and artifact in original recordings. The filter is written as
Equation (1) [78]:

y(nT) = 2y(nT − T)− y(nT − 2T) + x(nT)− 2x(nT − 6T) + x(nT − 12T) (1)

Where the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter is 11 Hz, and the gain is 36.

3.1.2. Recognizing Algorithm for Plant Electrical Signals

The APs of plant are aperiodic, and artifacts are similar to APs in shape. For this reason, we have
to utilize the time domain processing approach. The AP will become more apparent by performing the
first-order derivative for the raw signal. In other words, the first-order derivative algorithm allows
us to identify features of AP that are not obvious in the original signal. To recognize AP of plant,
our method also considers the both biphasic and monophasic original signal by extracellular recording.
Here, monophasic signal is characterized by deflection in one direction, e.g., positive or negative
phases [79]. If there are both positive and negative phases to this response, it is referred to as a biphasic
signal [80,81].

To determine the starting point, end point, and peak point of signal, the noise peaks threshold
is initiated as 0.1 mV/s at first. Then after every first-order derivative, the noise peaks threshold is
updated by the following method. We set the new noise peaks threshold as the sum of 0.75× old noise
peaks threshold and 0.25× average of new noise peaks.

Using noise peaks threshold, we can obtain all peaks and zero-crossing points which are applied
to determine AP peak points, and then search and mark the starting point and end point of AP peak
waveform. Based on the information, all waveforms similar to AP can be extracted from raw signal
whether they are biphasic or monophasic.
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The AP recognition algorithm (Algorithm 1) is as follows:

Algorithm 1: AP extraction.

Input: Raw signal is represented by ST
Output: Waveforms similar to AP

BEGIN
1. DS = Take derivative of ST by a five order central difference algorithm // Derivative.
2. Noise_Threshold = 0.1 // Initialize noise threshold.
3. PV = findpeaks(DS) // A search algorithm to find the peaks and valleys in DS.
4. For i=1:N // N is the number of peaks or valleys in PV.
5. IF amplitude of PV(i) < Noise_Threshold THEN N_Peaks = PV(i);
// If peak amplitude is below Noise_Threshold, then add it into N_Peaks.
6. Else S_Peaks = PV(i);
// If peak amplitude is above Noise_Threshold, then add it into S_Peaks.
7. ENDIF
8. END
9. Noise_Threshold = 0.75×Noise_Threshold + 0.25×mean(N_Peaks)
// Update noise threshold
10. For i=1:NS //NS is the number of peaks in S_Peaks
11. S_Peaks_left_Position(i) = Search the left part of S_Peaks(i)
//Search for start point on the left of S_Peaks(i)
12. S_Peaks_right_Position(i) = Search the right part of S_Peaks(i)
// Search for end point on the right of S_Peaks(i)
13. END
14. For i=1:NS-1 //NS is the number of peaks in S_Peaks
15. IF S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1) < S_Peaks_right_Position(i)
// For overlap AP signals, separate them by resetting the end position of last AP and start

position of next AP. .
16. THEN
L = S_Peaks_right_Position(i) - S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1);
L1 = L –bL/2c; L2 = bL/2c;
S_Peaks_right_Position(i) = S_Peaks_right_Position(i) − L1;
S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1) = S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1) + L2 ;
17. ENDIF
18. END
19. For i=1:NS-1 //NS is the number of peaks in S_Peaks
20. IF Amplitude(S_Peaks(i)) < 5 mv&&Duration(S_Peaks(i))<1s // remove the s_peak point if

they meet these conditions
21. THEN Remove S_Peaks(i)
22. ENDIF
23. END
24. For i=1:NS’-1 // NS’ is the number of peaks in S_Peaks
25. IF S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1) == S_Peaks_right_Position(i)||

S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1) == S_Peaks_right_Position(i) + 1
// For adjacent monophasic AP signals, merge them into one APs.
26. THEN // Merge the two APs into one AP

S_Peaks_right_Position(i) = S_Peaks_right_Position(i+1);
Delete S_Peaks(i+1), S_Peaks_left_Position(i+1) and S_Peaks_right_Position(i+1).

27. ENDIF
28. END
29. END
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3.1.3. Template Matching Algorithm to Classify AP

Common similarity measure methods for time series include Euclidean distance, dynamic time
warping (DTW) [82], as shown in Table 1. Considering that the extracellular plant AP recordings
are relative measurement which depend on the positions of recording electrodes and the reference
electrode, so we employed the cross correlation (CC) function. It is a measure of similarity of two time
series as a function of the lag of one relative to the other. The length of two time series must be the
same. CC is insensitive to amplitude and time shift. It can be expressed as

r(d) =
∑
i
(xi − X)(y(i−d) −Y)√

∑
i
(xi − X)

2
√

∑
i
(y(i−d) −Y)2

(2.)

Its value is between −1 and 1. When the delay time in CC is zero (d = 0), it can be used to get
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) [83]. Here, we selected Pearson correlation coefficient for two
reasons. First, it is simple and fast in calculating. Second, it is not affected by the data amplitude and
noise. Other similarity methods based on distance measure will be sensitive to noise data, and cannot
distinguish AP and non-AP waveform when their amplitudes are close.

Table 1. Common similarity measure methods.

Expression Definition Advantages Disadvantages

Euclidean distance

D(X, Y) =

√
N
∑

i=1
(xi − yi)

2

Calculating the distance
of two time series in
N-dimensional space

Simple, and
supports
high-dimensional
data

Sensitive to data shift
and noise. The length
of two time series
must be same

DTW
D(xi, yi) = DISTANCE(xi, yj)+
min[D(xi−1, yj), D(xi, yj−1), D(xi−1, yj−1)]

DTW is an algorithm for
measuring the similarity
between two temporal
sequences with
different length

Estimate the
similarity of two
time series with
unequal length

O(N2) for computing
complexity

We begin with an initial set of N random templates (APs) and the amplitude is transformed to
be positive by subtracting the minimum value for every AP, then normalize the APs by Equation (2),
and align all peaks based on the peaks’ position by extending all AP waveforms, as shown in Figure 2.
Next, we calculate the PCC in Equation (2) to classify the type of APs. If PCC between two APs is
bigger than 0.9 (p < 0.01), they are similar, then merge them into one AP by calculating the average
value of two APs.

X =
X−min(X)

max(X)
(3)

r =

n
∑

i=1
(Xi − X)(Yi −Y)√

n
∑

i=1
(Xi − X)

2
√

n
∑

i=1
(Yi −Y)2

(4)

where, X = [X1, X2, . . . Xn], Y = [Y1, Y2, . . . Yn], X = 1
n

n
∑

i=1
Xi, Y = 1

n

n
∑

i=1
Yi.

As mentioned above, it allows us to reduce the numbers of templates by merging templates if
PCC is more than 0.9 between the two templates. The new template is generated by calculating the
average of two similar templates. There are variations in duration and amplitude between the AP
templates, e.g., eight AP templates as shown in Figure 3.
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AP classification algorithm (Algorithm 2) is described as follows:

Algorithm 2: Template matching algorithm to classify AP.

Input: Raw signal represented by ST, AP template represented by AT in database
Output: AP, non-AP

1. Normalize ST and AT // Normalize ST and AT by Equation (2)
2. Align ST with AT // STs are properly aligned with templates
Append-Threshold = 0.91; //
Update-threshold = 0.95; //

3. corr = Pearson correlation coefficient between ST and AT // Computing PCC
4. IF corr < Append-Threshold
ST is not an AP signal, reject it.
Return FALSE;

ENDIF
5. IF corr> = Append-Threshold && corr < Update-threshold

Add ST into APTemp // Add ST into AP Template library
Return TURE;

ENDIF
6.IF corr >Update-threshold

Merge ST with APTemp;
Return TURE;

ENDIF
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3.1.4. Features Extraction from AP

As shown in Table 2, there are 19 parameters of AP waveform which belong to time-domain
features, statistical features, frequency-domain features, and nonlinear features.

Table 2. Features of AP.

Classification Feature Parameters

Time-domain features (seven items) Amplitude, Duration, Rising duration, Decline
duration, Rising slope, Decline slope, Area

Statistics characteristics (five items) Skewness, Kurtosis, Hjorth: Hjorth activity,
Hjorth mobility, Hjorth complexity

Frequency-domain features (two items) Average power, Energy

Nonlinear features (five items) Permutation entropy, Sample entropy, Correlation
dimension (CD), LLE, Hurst exponent

In this paper, the time-domain and frequency-domain features are defined and calculated in the
following description:

AP is considered as time series X = [X1, X2, . . . , Xn]. i is the subscript(index) number of the
sampling point, n represents sampling number, the index of peak(valley) is p, Xp is the value of AP at
p. The absolute value of amplitude change is defined as Amplitude = |Xp − X1|, X1 is amplitude at
the start point. AP duration can be represented by the AP length n. Rising duration is the length from
the start position to the peak position of AP represented by p. Decline duration is the length from the
peak position to the end position of AP represented by n − p + 1. Rising slope is the ratio of amplitude
to rising duration. Assume DP as the absolute difference between the value of peak and the value of
the end of AP, then the decline slope is the ratio of DP to decline duration. AP area can be calculated

by Area =
n
∑

i=1
|xi|.

3.2. BP-ANNs

BP-ANNs is one of the most popular neural network learning algorithms based on the error
backpropagation computing for adjusting net connection weights [84]. The backpropagation algorithm
is based on Delta learning rule in which the weight adjustment is performed through mean square error
of the output response to the sample input. The set of these sample patterns is repeatedly presented to
the network until the error value is minimized. Many researchers use it to cope with the nonlinear
problem and a trained backpropagation network is able to detect and classify an input template. It has
been used successfully for many applications, e.g., image pattern recognition, medical diagnosis, stock
market prediction, and automatic controls.

As is well known, three-layers BP ANNs (Figure 4) is able to approximate any continuous
functions [85]. In consequence, this means that one hidden layer-based BP-ANNs can create a new
mapping from N-dimensional to M-dimensional. Convergence rate of BP-ANNs increases with the
number of hidden nodes. It is worth noting that the increase of number of hidden layers will not
necessarily yield to an increase of performance [86]. In this work, based PCA methods [69], the first
three principle components of features from AP were used to train the BP-ANNs, namely the number
of neurons in the input layer was chosen to be three. One neuron node in output layer was used to
classify AP signal.

Therefore, in this paper, considering the convergence rate and fitting accuracy, we compared
classification performance using one hidden layer with a different number of hidden nodes respectively.
Meanwhile, the Log-sigmoid transfer function is used as the activation functions for both the hidden
and output layers, i.e., f (x) = 1

1+e−x , 0 < f(x) < 1.
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3.3. SVM

SVM is a supervised learning algorithm for classification and regression analysis. It is a
non-probabilistic binary classifier. It supports both minimizing the empirical classification error
and maximizing the geometric margin [87]. It is applied into in various applications such as ECG and
EEG signal classification, image classification, text document categorization, etc.

SVM model maps the sample data into another feature spaces so that they can be separated by
a hyperplane. A good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the
nearest training-data point of any class. Kernel functions can be used to measure the relative nearness
between the data points to be discriminated to produce maximum-margin hyperplane [87–89].

SVM includes linear and nonlinear classifiers which are supported by kernel functions.
The common kernel functions are as following [88].

Linear kernel function: K(x, xi) = x · xi;
Polynomial kernel function: K(x, xi) =

[(
x · xj

)
+ 1
]b;

Gaussian radial basis function: K(x, xi) = exp(−|x−xj|2
2σ2 );

Sigmoid kernel: K(x, xi) = tanh(γ× (x− xj) + c).
Classification performance is determined by the selection of kernel function and a kernel function’s

parameters. In this paper, we compared four kernel functions’ performance to get a proper classifier.
Moreover, we tested the results of different kernels with a range of parameters.

3.4. Deep Learning Algorithm

Deep learning approaches attempt to model high-level abstractions in data by using a deep graph
with multiple processing layers [90]. It can be used for applications pattern analysis (unsupervised)
and classification (supervised) with hierarchical feature extraction.

Common deep learning models [91] include convolutional deep neural networks (DNN), deep
belief networks (DBN), Auto encoder (AE), convolutional neural network (CNN), etc. They are have
been applied to computer vision, automatic speech recognition, natural language processing, and
bioinformatics with a rather good results. DBN proposed by Hilton in 2006 is a directed acyclic graph
with multiple layers which is composed of binary or real-valued latent variables.

DBN is a Bayes probabilistic, generative model made up of multiple layers of hidden units.
The advantages of DBN are that it is able to learn non-labeled data, train effectively, and overcome
the over-fitting.
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The basic component in DBN is restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM) which is an undirected,
generative energy-based model with a layer of visible units as input layer and a hidden layer.
Contrastive divergence (CD) proposed by Hinton is used to train RBMs. In training a single RBM,
weight updates are performed with gradient ascent.

DBN can be used for time series predictions—e.g., stock market prediction, speech recognition—
and to extract features of electrophysiological data [91]. For this reason, this method is a candidate to
deal with APs.

We employed the deep learning tool DeepLearnToolbox (https://github.com/rasmusbergpalm/
DeepLearnToolbox) to train the dataset. For setting the parameters of a DBN, mini-batch is set to
be equal to the number of categories so that it is easy for parallelism, and each batch consists of a
number of samples in a class. In the present work, we classify the plant electrical signal induced by
non-damage electrical stimulation into two types: AP and non-AP, mini-batch = 1.There are three
hidden layers of our DBN, the number of nodes in the input layer is equal to sampling points of the
electrical signal [92].

4. Results

4.1. Classification Results of Our Proposed Method

4.1.1. Experimental Data

The details of electrophysiological experiments were performed as described in those previous
papers [30,33,36]. Briefly, cucumbers were grown in greenhouse for two to four weeks with 16 h
light, 50%–70% humidity, 29 ◦C in the day and 22 ◦C at night. For extracellular potential recordings,
Ag/AgCl electrodes were 0.2 mm in diameter. When recording, the Ag/AgCl electrodes were inserted
into the stem, and the reference electrode was attached to the plant. The extracellular measurements
were performed more than 4 h after electrodes inserting. The arrangement of the electrodes is shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Extracellular recording sketch. S1 and S2 are stimulating electrodes; S1 is the anode. E1, E2,
E3, and E4 are measuring electrodes; R represents reference electrode and is placed in the node of stem,
with respect to the ground. The distance between S2 and E1 is 2 cm, and there is 0.2–0.3 cm between
adjacent measuring electrodes.

Two two-channel amplifiers (SWF-1B, ChengDu Instrument factory, Chengdu, China) with signal
acquisition system (RM6240, ChengDu Instrument factory, Chengdu, China) were simultaneously
used to record the extracellular potential at four positions with 0.2–0.3 cm apart. The plant was placed
on an anti-vibration table in a faraday cage (Inbio Life Science Instrument Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China).

https://github.com/rasmusbergpalm/DeepLearnToolbox
https://github.com/rasmusbergpalm/DeepLearnToolbox
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The electrical stimulus was applied by current injection. Two platinum wire electrodes, 0.1 mm
diameter, 1.5 cm apart were inserted in the stem, 2 cm apart from the recording electrode. 2–15 V,
0.05–2 s squared DC pulse were applied through the platinum wire. In fact, the strength-duration
curve allows us to determine the rheobase and the chronaxy value [79,80]. For the same plant, the next
stimulus was applied for at least 3 h if there are multiple current injections.

After current injections, 68 data files were recorded with 32 plant samples. The Aps’ amplitude
was from 10 mV to 80 mV with duration time from 2 s to 30 s. As the frequency of AP is lower than
1 Hz (Figure 6b), a low-pass filter was used to reduce the current injection artifacts (Figure 6c).
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4.1.2. AP Waveform Recognition Results

Figure 7a shows the filtered signal after attenuating noise. The detected AP waveform position is
marked in Figure 7a which contains the start position, peak position, and end position. The whole
waveform contains stimulus artifact and AP signals in Figure 7a. It is reasonable for the stimulus
artifact often occurs at the start of AP signals. Figure 7b is the derivative signal. We used the adaptive
noise threshold to eliminate noise peaks in signal. Then we can search the left peaks and troughs
which marked with triangles in Figure 7a. The zero-cross points between the peaks and troughs are
corresponding to peaks or troughs in raw signals. After careful processing, we got all possible peaks
of waveforms similar to AP from these zero-cross points. Then we search the start and end positions
of the peaks.

Although we extracted 329 waveforms like AP from raw data, there were still existing 96 artifacts
signals or non-standard APs among them. Therefore, we need a more accurate classification method to
recognize standard AP.
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4.1.3. Template Matching Results

We tested the 329 AP and non-AP waveforms described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. To get a
better threshold when adding new template or updating the template library, we compared different
thresholds and select the threshold which showed the best performance. As shown in Table 3, we set
different thresholds for every training and got different results. If the threshold for adding new
templates is too small, the probability of adding non-AP as template will get bigger and the number of
template library will increase fast. If it is too big, there will be few templates added into the template
library, producing a low accuracy. Here, we set Append-Threshold = 0.91, and Update-threshold = 0.95
to get the best performance which classification rate is 96.0%.

Table 3. Different thresholds for template matching algorithm.

Append-Threshold Update-Threshold Accuracy The Number of New Templates

0.89 0.95 95.4% 38
0.9 0.95 95.4% 27

0.91 0.95 96.0% 24
0.92 0.95 95.7% 21
0.93 0.95 92.1% 19
0.94 0.95 87.5% 13
0.95 0.96 85.4% 13

4.1.4. Features of AP waveforms

Based on the APs characteristics and priori knowledge [1–6,8], 329 raw signals were divided
into two classes: AP and non-AP. Moreover, non-AP include artifacts, subthreshold response, noise,
transient interference, VPs, etc. As shown in Figure 8, there is a typical case of the observed raw signals
induced by electrical stimulation, which consist of artifacts, subthreshold responses, and APs.
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We extracted 19 features from 329 waveforms which include 96 non-AP waveforms and
233 standard AP waveforms. To test significant difference between every feature of AP and non-AP,
we employed T-test (p < 0.05) (Table 4).

Table 4. T-test for non-AP and AP features.

Features Non-AP (Mean ± S.E.M.) AP (Mean ± S.E.M.)

Amplitude * (mV) 14.33 ± 9.90 20.57 ± 12.55
Durations * (s) 8.01 ± 4.35 9.75 ± 5.05

Rising duration * (s) 2.36 ± 1.31 3.00 ± 1.62
Decline duration * (s) 5.75 ± 3.61 6.85 ± 4.22
Rising slope * (mv/s) 6.78 ± 6.19 8.42 ± 7.47
Decline slope (mv/s) 2.64 ± 2.13 2.90 ± 2.61

Area 4749.01 ± 7728.3 6078.16 ± 11,038.49
Skewness −0.57 ± 0.71 −0.50 ± 0.65
Kurtosis 2.80 ± 1.33 2.70 ± 0.82

Hjorth activity * 27.27 ± 34.44 48.82 ± 54.37
Hjorth mobility * 0.16 ± 0.10 0.14 ± 0.07

Hjorth complexity * 1.89 ± 0.71 2.17 ± 0.91
Energy * 740,601.4 ± 1,415,709 1,207,443 ± 2,076,630

Average power * 8065.49 ± 15,968.75 11,440.17 ± 18,881.54
Permutation entropy 0.83 ± 0.25 0.82 ± 0.19

Sample entropy 0.05 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.05
Correlation dimension 0.75 ± 0.24 0.74 ± 0.22

LLE * −0.07 ± 0.07 −0.05 ± 0.04
Hurst 0.99 ± 0.07 0.99 ± 0.04

* Statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between Non-AP and AP. S.E.M. is standard error of the mean.

T-test results show that there is a statistical difference in the average value of features between AP
and non-AP including duration, left duration, right duration, left slope, amplitude, energy, power, LLE,
Hjorth activity, Hjorth mobility, and Hjorth complexity. The rest features do not show a significant
difference. Hence, we just selected the 11 features which show significant difference for classification.

Only LLE shows real difference among non-linear features. LLE of AP and non-AP are all below
zero which represents that the AP time series is not a chaotic process in this paper. The Hurst exponent
of AP showed that AP signals are more stable and predictable.
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4.2. Classification Results of BP-ANNs

A testing dataset including 329 samples of AP and non-AP is described in Section 4.1.
We employed the neural network tool provided by Matlab 2014a. BP neural network in the test
is a typical three-layer network. The 11 features were reduced to 3 by PCA method. We select the first
three principal components which percentage sum is approximate 91.7% (Table 5).

Table 5. Features reduction by PCA.

First Principle
Component

Second Principle
Component

Third Principle
Component

Fourth Principle
Component

Fifth Principle
Component

Eigenvalue 0.2700 0.0770 0.0285 0.0128 0.0078
Percentage 65.89% 18.80% 6.96% 3.13% 1.91%
Accumulated
percentage 65.89% 84.68% 91.65% 94.78% 96.69%

Before training the data, all data will be normalized. The normalized method is
X = 2 × (X −min(X))/(max(X) −min(X)) − 1. Two-thirds of the dataset are randomly selected to train
the BP neural network, and one-third of data are for testing. The 10-fold cross validation was used to
train the data. The results showed that the maximum accuracy 84.8% was achieved when the number
of units in the hidden layer is 8. The classification accuracy with different hidden unit number is
shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Performance of three-layer BP neural network with different hidden units.

Units Number Accuracy Run Time

20 79.7% 2704 s
16 84.8% 5340 s
12 81.5% 34,727 s
8 84.1% 65,664 s
4 83.5% 20,687 s

4.3. Classification Results of SVM

As described in Section 4.4, we used PCA method to reduce the features dimension. Then we
used the SVM tool provided by Matlab 2014a. Two-thirds of the dataset are selected randomly to
train the SVM, and one-third of the data are for testing. The 10-fold cross validation was used to train
the data.

Firstly, we used the linear kernel in SVM for classification. Table 7 shows the classification results
with different components.

Table 7. Results of different components for SVM classification.

First Principle
Component

Second Principle
Component

Third Principle
Component

Fourth Principle
Component

Fifth Principle
Component

Accuracy 55.6% 66.7% 75.8% 76.7% 77.3%

We just select the first three principal components for simplification, and the accuracy is 75.8%.
Figure 9 shows the first two principal components scatter plot and 3-D scatter plot of first three
principal components of AP and non-AP. The red letter “+” represents the non-AP features, and blue
circle “o” represents the AP features. From the figures, we see that two kinds of data are mixed and
not easily divided by the linear classifier.
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In addition, we also tested other nonlinear kernel functions. As shown in Table 8, we found that
the sigmoid kernel function has the best performance in the classification with 78.2% accuracy.

To get best parameters, we set the range of every parameter at increasing intervals and then
trained the dataset with them.

Table 8. Different kernel functions for classification.

Kernel Function Range of
Parameters Interval Selected

Parameters
Highest
Accuracy

Quadratic kernel
[(

xi · xj

)
+ 1
]b

b = 2 0 b = 2 62.96%

Polynomial kernel
[(

xi · xj

)
+ 1
]b

b = 3 0 b = 3 74.07%

Gaussian Radial Basis Function exp(−|xi−xj|2
2σ2 ) σ = [0.1, 3] 0.1 σ = 1.9 77.59%

Sigmoid kernel tanh(γ× (xi − xj) + c) γ = [0.1, 5]
c = [−5,−0.1] 0.1 γ = 0.1 c =

−0.3 78.17%

4.4. Classification Results of Deep Learning Method

To make the length of all waveforms same, the 329 AP and non-AP waveforms were aligned at
the peak points of these waveforms, then all waveforms are extended on the left and right of the peak.

As similar to Section 4.4, two-thirds of the dataset were randomly selected to train the DBN,
and one-third of data were for testing. The 10-fold cross validation was used to train the data.

To get a better classification performance, we tried different network structure settings as shown
in Table 9. For three hidden layers, the best performance is 77.4% which is corresponding to multiple
optional parameter settings. For four hidden layers, the best performance is 77.4% too. By comparing
different numbers of hidden layers and units, we got the highest accuracy of 77.4%.

Table 9. Different parameters for DBN.

Number of Second
Hidden Units

Number of Third
Hidden Units

Number of Fourth
Hidden Units

Selected
Parameters

Highest
Accuracy

Range [40, 200] [8, 24] [4, 8] Multiple
selections

77.4%
(3 hidden layers)

Interval 40 4 4 Multiple
selections

77.4%
(4 hidden layers)
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5. Discussion

In the same plant, there is no variation in the parameters of AP—e.g., amplitude, duration—once
a critical membrane potential threshold is exceeded. However, there are variations in different
plants. Although the parameters of the APs evoked by electrical stimulation were highly variable
(range 10–80 mV, duration time from 2 s to 30 s), once a critical membrane potential threshold is
exceeded, it was related neither to the intensity nor to the duration of the stimulation pulse, namely
the phenomenon is a typical all-or-nothing response. Similar results were reported by others [79].
The results also suggested that our template matching algorithm is potential useful tool to classify
these various waveforms of APs. Furthermore, it is worth studying the mechanism of variations in
APs among these individuals in the future.

In Table 10, we compared four classifiers performance. Here, we assume TP (true positive) as
the APs detected, FP (false positive) indicates that classifying the non-AP as AP, TN (true negative)
indicates that non-APs were classified as non-AP, FN (false negative) indicates that classifying the APs
as non-AP.

Table 10. Comparison of four classifiers.

Classifier Accuracy Average
Running Time Sensitivity Specificity

Positive
Predictive

Value (PPV)

Negative
Predictive

Value (NPV)

Template matching 96.0% 3.20 s 96.6% 94.8% 97.8% 91.9%
BP neural network 84.8% 5340 s 74.9% 52% 89.7% 27.1%

SVM 78.2% 2.1 s 89.5% 95.8% 98.7% 7.2%
DBN 77.4% 112.06 s 100% 0 70.8% 0

Then, the sensitivity or true positive rate can be expressed as sensitivity = TP
TP+FN . The specificity

or true negative rate can be expressed as speci f icity = TN
TN+FP . The positive predictive value can be

expressed as PPV = TP
TP+FP . The negative predictive value is NPV = TN

TN+FN .
It is clear that template matching is the best classifier among them. Although the accuracy of BP

neural networks reached 85.18%, its training time is very long and it cannot distinguish the non-AP.
Moreover, users have to select proper parameters by comparing classification performance in many
tests with difference parameters. SVM is an efficient classifier for its short running time. The results
show that SVM cannot recognize non-AP correctly. Users have to select or construct a proper kernel
function and try to optimize parameters to get better results. Deep learning is a potential good choice
though its accuracy is lowest. All AP were detected, but all non-AP were treated as AP. The dataset may
be still small for deep learning in this paper. In addition, DBN can be used to extract key feature vectors
from the dataset, then these features can be trained by other classifiers such as SVM. By combining
other classifiers, DBN may have better results.

In this paper, template matching method is the most reasonable method for higher PPV and NPV.
The time costs depend on calculating coefficients which time complexity is O(N). It has generalization
capacity with the increase of data, but when the template library gets larger, it will need more time to
matching different templates. To get a good accuracy and keep the template number from increasing so
fast, it is very important to adjust the two thresholds in template matching when adding and updating
the templates.

Furthermore, reducing the matching time is a more sophisticated problem, and false templates
may be added into the template library, how to keep a standard template library is another
important problem.

In other application scenarios, there were even composite signals involving both APs and VPs
induced by strong damage such as burning. In fact, as a versatile new way, our proposed method
is able to extract peaks from process of a VP induced by heat-wounding, for which the data was
published in 1998 by Stankovic and his coauthors [93]. Next, the extracted peaks could be classified
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by template matching algorithm. Results were shown in the supplementary Figure S1. Furthermore,
systemic study for identifying and classification of VPs is our future work.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we combined AP recognition algorithm and template matching algorithm to identify
and classify extracellular APs when there are noise, stimulus artifacts, and variability of signals.
These results suggest that our template matching algorithm has the highest classification accuracy
compared with the BP neural network method, deep learning method, and SVM. In the future, we will
improve the template matching algorithm by designing fast waveform index for template library to
decrease the matching time and increase accuracy. All these methods can be potentially used to rapidly
classify and search plant electrical signal in a large scale standard plant electrical signals database for
data sharing, interpretation, and applications research.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4893/9/4/70/s1,
Figure S1: APs extracted from composite signals involving both APs and VPs induced by burning stimuli.
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